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Abstract  Objectives: The objectives of this preliminary study were to explore: the use of CranioSacral Therapy for persons with Autism Spectrum Disorder, the demographics of participants, and the retrospective interpretation of reported changes related to the intervention. Participants included therapists, parents, and clients.
Methods: Recruitment of participants was conducted through electronic social and professional networks. Online questionnaire surveys were provided. Demographic questions were posed to understand both the extent of clinical use and the rationales for such treatment, and surveys were unique to each subject group. All participants were given a 20-item functional behavior checklist as a means to measure their perception of change attributed to this intervention. Open-ended comments were also encouraged to explore perspectives from their experiential treatments. The qualitative data collected was analyzed via Inductive Content Analysis. The data was stored on excel and analyzed manually and independently by all 3 authors.
Results: A total of 405 people responded to the recruitments and of the participants who completed surveys, 264 were therapists and 124 parents. Only a small sampling of clients responded. The demographics of professionals using CST for ASD, their level of CST training, and their qualifications to work with ASD were reflected. Demographics and referral sources of parents, and other details of their experiences, were surveyed. Perceived changes to the use of
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Craniosacral Therapy (CST) were explored through analysis of responses to both the Likert scale as well as the open comments.

**Conclusions:** This preliminary study introduces the concept of CranioSacral Therapy as a treatment option for symptoms associated with ASD. Its clinical use has been available for three decades but few empirical studies exist. The results of the survey suggest that CST is already being professionally recommended as a treatment. This study found that there were positive responses observed by all 3 targeted groups leading to the authors concluding that there is worthy cause to further investigate how CST benefits Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD). © 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

---

**Introduction**

There is a wide array of treatments with differing professional viewpoints available for Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) (Murphy and Picchicero, 2002; Prizant et al., 2003; NIH, 2015; CDC.gov, 2016). Craniosacral Therapy (CST) is one treatment option for the symptoms of ASD first introduced by Upledger in the 1970s following extensive research of the meningeal fascia system (Upledger and Vreedevoogd, 1983; Upledger, 1990). Hospitalized children with severe autism formed part of Upledger’s initial treatment group in which CST methods were trialed (Upledger, 1978, 1990). Through many years of clinical experience treating ASD, plus a research project involving 26 subjects, Upledger showed that with regular CST treatments these children showed a reduction or total cessation of self-abusive or self-destructive behaviors, began to express affection, and improved in social behaviors spontaneously (Upledger, 1978, 1990). Upledger carried out a further pilot study comparing CST (meningeal) tissue assessment findings in blind comparison to Rimland’s autism diagnostic rating scale on 63 children (Rimland, 1968). Findings suggested the more classic and severe the autism behavioral symptoms, the more profoundly the meningeal tissue restrictions of the craniosacral system presented (Upledger, 1978, 1990).

Cranial therapies date back to the nineteenth century originating in A.T. Still’s philosophy of osteopathic medicine (Ward, 2003). W.G. Sutherland expanded Still’s work in the 1920’s into what is now known as Cranial Osteopathy (Bordoni and Zanier, 2015). Cranial Osteopathy suggests that the placement and flexibility of cranial bones and sutures may be etiological factors in the evolution of dysfunction (Upledger, 1990; Bordoni and Zanier, 2015; Sills and Kern, 2011; Milne, 1995; Upledger, 1995). Upledger was a student of Cranial Osteopathy in the late 1960’s. Upledger and his research team went on to describe what is now referred to as the craniosacral system (Upledger and Vreedevoogd, 1983; Giaquinto-Wahl, 2009; Shea, 2007; Upledger, 2003). This system attempts to describe the role of the meningeal layers and the cerebral spinal fluid, as well as the physiological phenomenon believed to be a semi-closed hydraulic mechanism within the confines of the skeletal structures (Upledger and Vreedevoogd, 1983; Donney et al., 2006).

‘CranioSacral Therapy’ (CST), was created to directly treat this system of fascia and fluids. CST embodies the essential concepts of Still and Sutherland but it has since evolved into a more holistic therapy encompassing body work aimed at assisting the body’s self-regulating capabilities. The premise of the Upledger CST training begins with a basic gentle, non-invasive treatment protocol (The 10-Step Protocol) that is harmless to the client if performed as instructed (Upledger and Vreedevoogd, 1983; Upledger, 1995; Giaquinto-Wahl, 2009). This protocol is the foundation of clinical competence in the work and is prerequisite for technique certification in CST. More qualified and experienced practitioners however evolve their CST skills into improvisation interventions during each unique therapy session (Upledger, 1990; Giaquinto-Wahl, 2009). The objective of the 10 step protocol is to gently mobilize restricted connective and meningeal tissues by following a progression that aims to identify structural restrictions. In doing so the therapist becomes familiar with the various tensions, vibrations, and natural rhythms of the client’s body. The craniosacral rhythm is one such feature which has been suggested to exist by visual inspection in neuro-surgical encounters (Upledger, 1995, 2003). This rhythm is a reverberation of the normal inflation and deflation of the brain and spinal cord, which is presumed to reflect the production, movement and reabsorption of cerebrospinal fluid (Upledger and Vreedevoogd, 1983, 1990; Podlas et al., 1984; Rennels et al., 1985; Greitz et al., 1993). The quality of this bodily rhythm is one guide for the therapist to determine where restrictions may exist (Upledger and Vreedevoogd, 1983; Upledger, 1995; Shea, 2007). It has been suggested that a multitude of symptoms could occur when the free movement of cerebral spinal fluid is impeded, hypothetically including neurobehavioral dysfunction (Upledger, 1990; Whedon and Glassey, 2009; Bradstreet et al., 2014; Rossignol et al., 2014). A clinical account of diseases of abnormal CSF flow dynamics such as hydrocephalus, syringomyelia, and other conditions surveyed through medical imaging modalities used to observe intracranial dynamics in vivo have been used as predictive models of CSF dynamics. (Linninger et al., 2016). Fluid models of the physiology of the central nervous system as well as studies on the effects of gentle sustained stretch on tissues provide theoretical foundation to justify such manual techniques as CST (Moskalenko et al., 2001; Chikly, 2005; Downey et al., 2006).

**Cerebral inflammation and Autism Spectrum Disorders**

Post-mortem studies of brain tissue lend supportive evidence of neuro-inflammation as pathogenesis specific to
ASD. Neuro-glial activation and neuro-inflammation markers in the brain of patients with ASD were first reported in 2005 (Vargas et al., 2005). A recent post-mortem study revealed patches of neuronal disorganization in the neocortex of children with autism (Stoner et al., 2014). Another study of a large sample of brain tissue analysis discovered perpetual hyper-activation of micro-glial cells and genes regulating an inflammation response (Gupta et al., 2014). Other studies concern the role of the immune system, auto-immune activation, and implied systemic inflammation in ASD (Goines and Van der, 2010; Al-ayadhi and Mostafa, 2011; Onore et al., 2012; Matthew and Sestan, 2012; Theoharides et al., 2013).

The recent discovery of the fluid pathway structures of the human lymphatic system’s interface with the blood brain barrier (Louveau et al., 2015), combined with a study of ultrasound images of brains affected by ASD, offers a hypothesis that meningeal lymphatic drainage deficits due to peripheral chronic infection or inflammation may account for [some] symptoms of ASD (Bradstreet et al., 2014). There is also a growing amount of research regarding the presence and levels of environmental toxins in the bodies of people with ASD, though the overall effect of these toxins upon the nervous system is still unknown (Rossignol et al., 2014).

Given this current body of scientific research suggesting cerebral inflammation is present in ASD, it is not surprising that Upledger showed an apparent correlation between meningeal tissue restrictions of the craniosacral system and severity of ASD (Upledger, 1990, 2000). The structural impact of inflammation upon the body is well known in the physical medicine professions, but the impact of inflammation upon the brain and its physiology, and subsequent behavior and function, remains a novel consideration.

Much has been studied on subject of the parental choices of complementary and alternative (CAM) treatments for ASD (Green et al., 2006; Goin-Kochel et al., 2007; Levy and Hyman, 2008; Christona et al., 2010). Specific clinical studies suggest improvements following CST for brain injury (Hall et al., 2015a, b); attention deficit (Gillespie, 2009); migraines (Curtis et al., 2011); asthma (Mehl-Madrone et al., 2007; Gillespie, 2008); chronic pain (Tsao et al., 2007; Hall et al., 2015a, b); dementia (Gerdner et al., 2008); urinary incontinency in multiple sclerosis (Raviv et al., 2009); and various pediatric issues (Low et al., 2008; MacManus and Gliksten, 2007). CST was shown to have a favorable effect on autonomic nervous activity in patients with subjective complaints (Girsberger et al., 2014) and the quality of life of clients seeking CST (Harrison and Page, 2011). The use of various other manual or movement therapies has demonstrated having positive effects for ASD (Silva et al., 2011; Silva and Schalock, 2013, Burke, 2013). A clinical review of pediatric massage therapy found varying levels of evidence for the benefits of pediatric MT in children who have diverse medical conditions with anxiety reduction has shown the strongest effect (Beider et al., 2007). One single case study indicates specific behavioral changes directly correlated to isolated use of CST for a 10 year old boy with ASD (Kratz, 2009). These and other studies show some improvements and clinical significance but do not stand up to rigorous empirical standards. The authors agree that a high risk of bias exists in most reported low-quality studies about CST. One systematic review of a small body of clinical evidence concurred with this position (Ernst, 2012), and we assume that the best methodologies for researching CST have yet to be used.

Purpose of this study

The purpose of this preliminary, retrospective study was to survey the extent of anecdotal outcomes observed by therapists who utilize CST clinically for patients with ASD and by the parents and clients who participated in this experiential intervention. The aim of the survey was to explore the current use of CST for ASD, though not to test the validity or reliability of any specific CST protocol. Reference to the competence in the Upledger 10-step protocol was made as a common frame of reference as inclusion criteria for therapists. The study also surveys the demographics of the therapist participants and the various backgrounds and qualifications for using CST for their clients with ASD. In an attempt to guide a description of the observed outcomes, the participants were also asked to retrospectively and subjectively rate a level of change to key ASD behavioral changes attributed to the intervention.

Method

Online recruitment of participants was completed through:

- Upledger Institute International (source of CST training) alumnae database.
- CST study group members and social media sites for practitioners.
- International parent support networks for ASD.

Recruiting advertisements were disseminated four times over the span of 12 months. Three groups of respondents were formed (THERAPIST, PARENT, and CLIENT) and were asked to complete an online survey specific to their group. Each survey sought demographic information as well as explored the levels of understanding of both CST and ASD. We inquired of the frequency and duration of utilizing or receiving CST, and the numbers of sessions before observable changes were noticed.

Inclusion criteria

THERAPISTS

All therapists were recruited through the alumnae roster of the Upledger Institute International, the original source for CST training. Alumnae status implies therapists have the minimal knowledge of the introductory protocol to practice Upledger CST. The actual protocol administration was not investigated since the true nature of mature CST treatment is one of improvisation during live treatment sessions. The therapists acknowledged having treated at least one client with ASD and were encouraged to recruit parents and clients, directing them towards the survey. Therapists were allowed to report on a maximum of five clients.
PARENTS
One parent (or caregiver) of a child in their family with a confirmed diagnosis of ASD who participated in any form or length of CST.

CLIENTS
These were directed towards the survey by either the parent or the therapist to pursue self-reporting of personal experiences if they were able. Clients were allowed to have assistance in completing the questionnaires on the honor system that their own opinions were expressed.

Evaluating the perception of changes

Therapists were invited to return case study information on a maximum of 5 individuals. The author found the simplest way to measure the experiences gained with CST was to rate 20 characteristic behavioral or functional features of ASD. These were then grouped into significant behavioral categories for the purpose of graphical analysis. There are many diagnostic rating scales in detecting or quantifying manifestations of ASD (Lord et al., 2000; NIH, 2015). A list of common functional behaviors used in therapy practices was cross referenced with the CAR-S-2 (Schopler and Van Bourgondien, 2000). A Likert scale was devised for each of these features with a forced-choice answer (indicating a degree of either worsening or improvement) on a 7-point rating scale option to quantify a Value of Change observed in each. The behavioral features included:

1. Anxiety (worry, restlessness)
2. Emotional stability (irritability, tantrums, mood swings)
3. Sleeping (falling and/or staying asleep
4. Eating
5. Bodily functions (bowel, bladder, awareness of inside self)
6. Sensory Processing (aware/tolerance of, or reactions to, sensations)
7. Flexibility of thought or actions
8. Obsessions or compulsions
9. Ability to make transitions in activities
10. Verbal expression
11. Other forms of communication
12. Social engagement with other people
13. Emotional engagement with other people
14. Interest or engagement with environment
15. Ability to participate in educational program
16. Self-control
17. Pain (headaches, stomach aches, other pain)
18. Self-injurious behaviors
19. Aggression towards other people
20. Behaviors in general

Data analysis

The Qualitative data collected was analyzed via Inductive Content Analysis. The data was stored on Excel and analyzed manually. The data was analyzed independently by all 3 authors.

Results

Number of participants and demographics

A total of 405 participants initially responded with surveys. Each individual question from every survey was included in the final analysis regardless of the thoroughness of completion.

Therapists

264 participants were therapists, though only 184 completed the survey questions that addressed Value of Change to 20 areas of function and behavior. More therapists answered questions regarding demographics. Each therapist was allowed to report on a maximum of 5 clients with ASD for whom they provided direct treatment. The perception of change from the therapists' view point was based upon their documented clinical observations of their clients. The total number of clients represented by the therapist group totaled 292.

Demographics

Location of therapists' practices included: 88% — North America; 3% — Asia and 3% — Europe; 2% — United Kingdom; .5% — Australia/New Zealand.

Several different professions were represented by the group. All therapists were alumnae of Upledger CST training (Fig. 1).

Parent and client groups

In the parent group, 124 parents responded to the recruitment, while only 84 parents completed the questions that addressed Value of Change. In the client group, 17 responded to the recruitment, but only 6 clients completed the survey questions that addressed Value of Change.

Demographics

Of the 106 parent responders: 92% — mothers, 3% — fathers, 5% — legal guardians or caretakers. 82% had stated there was formal diagnosis of ASD for their child. Of the 96 parents who identified their continent of origin, 82% — North America, 1—6% equal distribution of all other countries.

Informed consent was obtained from all participants at the onset of respective surveys. Participants could exit the survey at any time and all surveys, regardless of degree of completion, were collected and used in the final analysis. No personal information was obtained in the process.

Therapist data

As shown in (Fig. 1) it can be seen that the majority of therapists practicing CST who participated in this study were Massage Therapists. The second most prevalent occupations were Physical Therapy and Occupational Therapy (Professions Allied to Medicine). The least common healthcare
Professions Using CST for ASD

Figure 1 Representation of various professions of participating therapists.

Profession

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% total respondents</th>
<th>Physical therapist</th>
<th>Occupational therapist</th>
<th>Massage therapist</th>
<th>Speech pathologist</th>
<th>Physician</th>
<th>Chiropractor</th>
<th>Body Worker</th>
<th>Psychologist</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

professionals using Upledger CST for ASD are Physicians and Psychologists.

The majority of therapists involved in the study had over 10 year experience in CST. From Fig. 2 it can be seen that N = 203. It can be seen that all therapists had a minimum training of CST 1. With approximately 11% achieving the highest recognized qualification in Upledger CST at Diplomat level. (CST1 and CST 2 plus SomatoEmotional Release 1 (SER 1) and SER 2 as well as Advanced 1 are all considered to be the core training modules of CST. Completion of CST 1 and CST 2 is a prerequisite for completion of Technique Certification however all core training must be successfully completed before CST Diplomat Certification is awarded).

In addition the majority of therapists involved in the study had undertaken additional training specifically related to working with Autism. Some of this further training included sensory integration and listening therapy, with only 31% having no other training than their specified profession.

The therapists who participated in this study N = 213 displayed a range of experience in working with ASD. 57% of Therapists (N = 213) reported having work with 1–10 clients, 27% having worked with 11–30 clients, and 16% having worked with over 31 patients.

Patient data

The survey showed that the most prevalent childhood age at initial consultation before administration of CST was between the ages of 4 and 9 years. The next most common age group was between 10 and 19 year olds. An initial consultation was least likely to be administered to children between the ages of 0–3 years. It was seen that commencing CST treatment in adulthood is least common practice. 41.94% of the 93 parents answering this question reported receiving a professional referral for CST.

Clinical perceptions & observations of therapists

Of the 230 Therapists that responded to Question 12 “Rank the conditions or complaints you treat on a regular basis from MOST to LEAST (1–12)” Autism was ranked 5th behind
Chronic Pain/Generalized Pain, Pediatric Developmental and Learning Disorders and Stress/Tension/General Wellness.

Therapists were invited to give their own opinion on both the number of CST treatment sessions they would recommend when treating ASD and the number of treatment session they would administer before any measurable changes in ASD symptoms would be perceived. The most favorable answer out of 4 choices for number of treatments recommended was “weekly and on-going if changes continue”. The majority of therapists (89%) reported that the number of sessions carried out before seeing any measurable change in ASD symptoms was 1–5 treatment sessions.

Therapists were asked to comment on a list of common craniosacral clinical findings with ASD. As can be seen from (Fig. 3) the most prevalent clinical findings by therapists treating ASD were compromised craniosacral dysfunction and compromised fluid flow. In particular therapists reported finding tight membranes under the cranial bones (meninges). Although for the purposes of this study the membranous system included restricted structures around cranial and peripheral nerve root outlets and nerve lengths these were actually found to be the least compromised structures.

A total of 184 therapists responded to the invitation to comment upon 5 retrospective cases studies and the results are shown in (Fig. 4) reflecting the observations of 292 total clients. This chart demonstrates an obvious trend of improvement throughout all behavioral categories evaluated following CST treatment. The most negative changes related to emotional stability in particular aggression towards other people though it was not reported if these changes were either lasting or transient.

**Figure 3** Data presented as means. \( N = 206 \). Graph represents categories of clinical palpation findings/general observations of clients with ASD recorded by therapists. Grouped by general tissue restriction categories discovered in the treatment process. Multiple choices permitted.

**Figure 4** Data shown as means. \( N = 184 \). Graph represents categories of perceived improvement in behaviors demonstrated by children with ASD reported on by therapists in the survey. 20 Behavioral features assimilated into categories for reporting the data.
Parents observations and comments

PARENTS offered over 130 open comments. This information did not lend itself to data analysis however some of the most profound comments are listed below.

Anxiety and emotional stability

1. "CranioSacral Therapy has an immediate calming effect on my child. Relaxes and lets go. He will often ask for a session if we forgotten to make an appointment. Monthly sessions seem to work best now.”
2. “My son is very calm after each session. He is able to communicate where he wants his therapist to work.”
3. "Able to calm self down faster than before.”
4. "Calm and happy.”

Social changes

1. “Eye contact, quality of social interactions.”
2. “Moderate improvement – social communication.”
3. "Eye contact and awareness of others around him, max improved area.”

Sensory – motor changes

1. “Without CST my son would not have made the progress he has made. He does not have sensory issues to the extreme degree he had when he first began treatment and has significantly decreased his ongoing anxiety.”
2. “My daughter who doesn’t like being touched not only copes with but seems to look forward to going to cranial. It makes her feel better.”
3. “It made a dramatic difference in sensory defensiveness (improved), allowed better sleep, and has been a key therapy in helping my son to recover from his Autism. It has been a vital and necessary therapy.”
4. “The need to seek deep pressure on his head and face decreased and finally went away. Also the bulges on his forehead and/or skull slowly went away.”
5. “Motor planning improved.”
6. "Ability to play greatly increased. Pain decreased.”

Changes in neurological symptoms

1. “I’ve been able to help my son’s SEVERE headaches. We get up early and, following his lead, I’m able to help him start his day. Cranio[sacral therapy] seems the quickest and longer lasting fix. Advil can help short term. But since applying just a few more techniques from CST2, he’s been so much more relaxed and functional, with spurts of language. All other treatments being normal, adding CST on top of it brought marked improvement in all areas.”
2. "I use CST on both my children regularly. I see less "ticks" and less agitation in them.”
3. "No other therapy was as effective to reduce seizure activity, reduce anxiety, allow us to touch her and cleared her intellectual disorientation.”
4. "After just 4 treatments my son stopped drooling and started engaging in very simple conversations.”

Language or cognitive changes

1. "After 1st session our daughter began language, her balance improved, she began to look up and outside of herself.”
2. "Cognitive development.”
3. "Great improvement in communication, using language at right moment.”
4. "Cognitive improvements.”
5. "After a therapy session one time he blurted out the word "bubbles" he is non-verbal; not enough sessions to say if it would get him speech.”
6. "Expressive language has improved.”
7. "Sounds of speech increased. More eye contact.”

General comments

1. "Very beneficial for my child. I recommend it to all parents with children with autism as each child will respond different.”
2. "This is an area that there is not a lot of practitioners. My CST therapist was advanced — we moved and have yet to even come close to replacing her ability the other issue is several autism people have seizures and CST is great for that.”
3. "One therapist worked ‘on’ our daughter — creating a sort of dependency on the therapist. The second therapist worked ‘with’ our daughter, which taught her far more self-regulating skills. She made much more progress with the second therapist.”
4. "We have been very, very pleased with how CST has improved our grandson’s quality of life.”
5. "VERY thankful we found this therapy. What a blessing to witness change.”
6. "Less pain in Gl area.
7. "The first day my son was treated he had eye contact with the therapist almost the whole session. That day was the beginning of him making eye contact. Really amazing stuff!”

Discussion

This study represents the first documented evidence revealing global administration of Craniosacral Therapy as a treatment modality for Autism Spectrum Disorders; and the perceptions of the outcomes of such treatment by therapists, parents and clients. The survey showed that the use of CST is most prevalent in North America with more participants than in Mainland Europe, The United Kingdom and Australia collectively. The results suggest that the majority of people practicing CST originate from a manual therapy based practice such as massage therapy, followed by more typical therapists (occupational and physical therapists)
involved in pediatric populations. Upledger CST is a relatively new therapy its concept and techniques making an entrance into the therapy arena in the early-mid 1970’s. The first official teaching manual was published in 1983. The 10-step protocol taught in CranioSacral Therapy 1 provides the foundation for any CST trainee and was evolved from Upledger’s clinical experiences treating children diagnosed autistic (Upledger, 1978, 1990). The majority of therapists in this study did appear to have over 10 years of experience and very few therapists involved in the study were of Diplomat training level (Fig. 2). This suggests that the respondents held several years of experience utilizing the basic foundations of CST.

When Upledger carried out an exploratory “single blind” study of 63 autistic children, (previously rated by Rimland), the study demonstrated a positive correlation (p = 0.01) between Rimland’s rating scale for Autism severity and Upledger’s rating of cerebral membranous restriction. In keeping with this preliminary work, the results of this study revealed therapists also reported a high incidence of membranous restrictions in their clients with ASD. It could be hypothesized that the quality of membranous restrictions being observed in both studies may be synonymous with the apparent inflammatory response created in the central nervous system of those diagnosed with Autism. As is demonstrated in Fig. 3 therapists reported a high level of compromised fluid flow within the craniosacral system of children with ASD.

Beider et al. (2007) reviewed the varying levels of evidence and potential benefits of pediatric massage therapies (akin to infant massage) for improving psychological and physiologic states in children who have various health and medical conditions. In their review of the massage therapy for children they discuss varying levels of benefit, though anxiety reduction had shown the strongest effect. There are inherent differences between the modalities of therapeutic massage and CST. Perhaps future studies using rigorous study design and methodology, with long-term follow-up, could compare effects of both.

Fig. 4 refers to the therapists’ observations of change in behavior following CST treatment. On first appearance CST has a significantly positive change on all the behaviors observed. It is worthy to note the authors acknowledge the therapists likely chose clients with the most favorable responses to treatment, and therefore it can be argued that results may in fact be therapist biased. Nevertheless quite clearly of the therapists using CST to treat ASD appeared to witness a significant degree of positive change in behavior. Fig. 4 demonstrates that therapists felt that in general behavior improved, but more specifically the categories of Sensory Reaction which included Interest or Engagement with Environment and Sensory Processing (aware/tolerance of sensations or reaction to sensations) showed most improvement. The observed improvement in cognitive function (including: flexibility of thought or actions, obsessions or compulsions, ability to make transitions in activities, ability to participate in educational program); communication (including: verbal expression, other forms of communication); and social skills (including: social engagement with other people, emotional engagement with other people) suggests an overall improvement in psychological well-being.

Although the data provided by the parents was not suitable in this instance for data analysis it is not to wonder why parents/care givers made comments such as “Sometimes my daughter asks for CST when she feels anxious”, and “Craniosacral therapy has been invaluable in treating my child. I see the difference if we go too long without a treatment. He is more comfortable, happy and engaged after treatment.” CST therapy to not only changes lives of children with ASD but obviously has the potential to reach even beyond the client and potentially help the whole family unit.

From the data collected it appeared that most therapists reported seeing a measurable change in ASD behavioral symptoms within 1–5 treatment sessions of CST. Parents shared similar observations (Fig. 5). Therapists however tended to more strongly recommend a treatment protocol of weekly and ongoing sessions as each child is different and will respond individually.

There is no published data reporting harmful effects on patients from the specific use of Upledger-CST. In this study, only five specific comments from parents were offered addressing the question: “Did your child have any specific negative response to Upledger-CranioSacral Therapy?” The comments are quoted below:

1. "Nothing permanent; hyperactivity, screams, subtle new stim behaviors"
2. “Crying or negative emotional”
3. “Just at the point of getting a tissue release, my son would start slapping at the area and screaming for her to quit touching him. Since then, he can tolerate my touch and the work.”
4. “He felt emotional discomfort”
5. “Vomiting, Diarrhea. We attributed that to detox release.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHEN CHANGES EMERGED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PARENTS (reporting on own child)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saw no changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3 Sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5 Sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10+ Sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Parents answering</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5 Number of treatment sessions when observed changes were first reported or emerged.
Conclusion

Every new philosophy has to have a source and its recognition is dependent upon how it is received by its audience. Upledger International affiliates teach an annual average of 700 CST and related courses (UI Data Upledger Institute Data Base, 2015). The drive behind this has been primarily the absolute and profound mass effect of the sharing of anecdotal evidence. Increasingly CST is being sought as a preferential treatment as evidenced in a National Institute of Health’s decade-long review of the U.S. trends in the personal use of complementary health approaches (Clarke et al., 2015). This study shares a representation of the anecdotal clinical evidence therapists and parents observe in the experiences of CST, as well as some demographics and reasoning for the use of CST for ASD.

There is a definite requirement to find effective treatment for ASD and initial findings suggest that CST may be a viable alternative or as a compliment to traditional medical, psychological, and educational approaches. CST lends itself to being a non-intrusive and non-invasive, conservative management approach for ASD without the potential side effects experienced with other modes of treatment. Further research may want to focus on the identification of quantifiable biomedical and behavioral markers to more accurately measure the clinical effects of CST. The lack of a control group in this study gave no foundation for direct comparison. Any future meta-analysis could be performed to include a more diverse population.
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